An Analysis of Hamlet
Act 3, Scene 4, Lines 40-51
J.B. Horsley
Shakespeare is considered by many to be the world’s greatest playwright because of his complex plots and characters. Their complexity derives from multiple meanings of the lines. In Shakespeare’s
masterpiece, Hamlet, Prince Hamlet of Denmark attempts to kill
his uncle, King Claudius. Claudius murdered Hamlet’s father, King
Hamlet I, and married Hamlet’s mother, Queen Gertrude, too soon
after the late king’s death, causing Hamlet to feel it his filial duty to
avenge his father’s death by killing Claudius. Hamlet, however, has difficulty completing this duty because of his Christian morality, teaching
that murder is always wrong. In Act 3, Scene 4, Hamlet confronts Gertrude about her marriage to Claudius and his father’s murder. Hamlet gives a speech in lines 40-51 in which he discusses an evil action,
which because of Shakespeare’s multiple meanings, can either be interpreted as Gertrude’s marriage to Claudius or Hamlet’s task to murder
Claudius, revealing that Hamlet’s intense Christian morality governs
his every thought.
Hamlet uses prostitution and other sinful diction to liken his mother’s
act of marrying Claudius to the act of prostitution so that she might realize her sin. Initially Hamlet states that Gertrude’s marriage “blurs the
grace and blush of modesty” (line 41). In doing so, Hamlet personifies
“modesty” by describing its “grace and blush,” therefore making “modesty” a girl, who must maintain her “grace” and her “blush.” Girls are
supposed to remain modest and virtuous by maintaining their virginity until joining in legitimate wedlock. However, because Gertrude’s
marriage “blurs” (line 41) the girl’s face, it behaves similarly to makeup, which in Shakespeare’s time was only used by prostitutes to make
themselves more desirable and, therefore, more likely to be hired. So
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her action is meant to appear appealing, but is actually hiding its true,
corrupt nature, “call[ing] virtue hypocrite” (line 42), because her marriage is the exact opposite of what it is meant to be, virtuous.
Gertrude’s marriage is meant to be virtuous, but is nothing more than
sinful incest. Her marriage is similar to a young girl who is meant to
be virtuous and might portray herself as being so. However, when she
acts upon what she considers innocent love, she truly acts upon her
lust and becomes nothing but a whore. For by engaging in premarital
sex, the girl “takes off the rose / from [her] fair forehead” (lines 42-43),
and by doing so, she removes her virtue. Hamlet uses a rose to symbolize a girl’s virginity, or more bluntly, her vagina, which is commonly
referred to as a flower. So when a girl loses her virginity, or is “deflowered,” she loses her virtue and becomes an undesired whore. Even if
the “the fair forehead” belongs to “an innocent love” (line 43), the girl
still becomes impure and wrecks her image, her “fair forehead” (line
42). Her forehead should be clear of sin and made clean by the water
of her baptism. No matter how innocent the girl or the sex may seem,
by partaking in premarital sex, the girl dirties her “forehead.” Her deflowering “sets a blister there” (line 44). In the early modern period,
a blister refers to the branding put on convicted prostitutes, normally
on the forehead. And so the girl’s sex has led to her “flower” being removed and replaced by a “blister,” destroying her clean and baptized
forehead. Contrastingly, the “blister” could refer to an STD, as the blister of an STD now replaces where the flower, virgin vagina, once was.
By comparing “such an act” (line 40) of Gertrude marrying Claudius
to the girl made prostitute, Hamlet claims that Gertrude’s marriage is
nothing more than prostitution, and is thus a false representation of
love: a lie.
In continuing his derision of Gertrude’s marriage, Hamlet states that
her marriage is a wicked lie. He does this by calling “[Gertrude’s] marriage vows / as false as dicers’ oaths” (line 45). A dicer, or a dice-player,
would play numerous games with dice, the most popular being liar’s
dice. In this game, players all roll die that only they can see, and then
they lie about their roll so other players will guess incorrectly and the
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liar can win. By likening his mother’s vows to a “dicers’ oaths” (line 45),
Hamlet says that her vows were hollow, nothing more than sinful lies
pretending to be holy. However, Hamlet is referring both to Gertrude’s
vows to Claudius and to his own father. By marrying Claudius, Gertrude has made lies of her vows to Hamlet’s father because she did not
remain true to them. Therefore, her vow to Claudius, and the marriage
itself, is horribly impure. The fact that Gertrude does not realize her
sin has no relevance for Hamlet.
Hamlet believes that the sin of her marriage is so great because not
only is it a sinister contract with Claudius, but also with the Devil.
Gertrude’s marriage “as from the body of contraction plucks / the very
soul” (lines 46-47). “Contraction,” being the contract of marriage,
“plucks” or takes away part of the soul and gives it to the spouse. However, when one commits sin, one makes a “contraction” with the Devil.
Because Gertrude’s marriage to Claudius is sinful, she not only made
a contract with him, but also did so with the Devil, compromising her
soul. Her marriage also has “sweet religion [make] / a rhapsody of
words” (lines 47-48). The words Gertrude has spoken or will speak defending her love of Claudius are made into a “rhapsody,” or a jumbled
mess, by “sweet religion.” Hamlet has two meanings for “religion” in
this phrase: Christianity and marriage vows. If Hamlet means Christianity, her words are made meaningless because Christianity states that
her marriage has made her vows and words meaningless. If he means
marriage vows, he means her marriage vows with Claudius are made
illegitimate by true and “sweet” vows to King Hamlet.
Not only does Gertrude’s marriage make Hamlet angry, but it angers
Heaven itself. Her marriage causes “Heaven’s face [to] glow… with
heated visage, as against the doom, / … thought-sick at the act” (lines
48, 50-51). By “glow[ing] with heated visage,” “Heaven’s face” becomes
hot, or angry, at the action because of its wretchedness. It is the same
heat that comes “as against the doom” (line 50), meaning that Heaven’s
anger is similar to the heat that radiates in expectation of Judgment
Day. On Judgment Day, Hell opens and the Devil claims all of the souls
that have committed sins and not repented. Therefore, the “heated vis-
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age” Heaven has while “thought-sick” at Gertrude’s marriage is as hot
as the earth on Judgment Day. In other words, Heaven is “mad as Hell”
that Gertrude married Claudius and views it equal to all other sins ever
committed combined. Hamlet views Gertrude’s marriage to Claudius as
so horrible that he believes it to be not only sinful, but adulterous and
incestuous in so powerful a way that it will bring forth Judgment Day.
In contrast, Hamlet’s use of sinful diction and personification of modesty and Heaven shows his own hesitation in killing Claudius because
it goes against his Christian morality. Hamlet believes that the agreement he made with his father’s ghost to kill Claudius is similar to an
agreement a prostitute makes. The act of murdering Claudius “blurs the
grace and blush of modesty” (line 41) the same way a prostitute does
by applying make-up. Hamlet refers to the natural “blush” all girls have
in their cheeks and the “grace” all people are born with. But in Hamlet’s
day, only prostitutes wore make-up; so if a girl’s face was “blur[red],”
then she was a prostitute and a sinner. Therefore, since Hamlet personifies “modesty” as a girl who “blurs” her face with make-up, she
similarly “blurs” her “grace,” leading to her damnation. Hamlet fears
that by murdering Claudius, he will feel the same effects as a prostitute
applying make-up because in the eyes of God; he will be viewed as
a sinner.
Hamlet fears that the ghost is disguising the horrible act as an act of
filial piety in the same way that prostitutes usually wore make-up to
cover their face and hide the STDs and other flaws on it. Although the
act may seem Godly because Hamlet is demonstrating his “innocent
love” (line 43) for his father that all sons have, it is not pious at all. For
the act appears to Hamlet similar to that of a young “innocent” girl
partaking in sexual acts with her first love. Although it may seem pure,
innocent, even virtuous, in reality, she is nothing more than a whore
and a prostitute. In her sexual activity, she “takes off the rose / from
[her] fair forehead… / and sets a blister there” (line 42-44). Roses, being very beautiful flowers, traditionally symbolize love and beauty, but
flowers are also used to symbolize virginity and vaginas. By having sex,
the girl removes her true beauty, “the rose,” the chastity she once pos-
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sessed, and replaces it with “a blister.” As previously stated, the blister
has two meanings, a mark of adultery or an STD. If the blister refers
to a mark of adultery, that means Hamlet again states his fears of having his virtue removed and thus being marked as a sinner destined
for Hell. However, if the blister refers to an STD, that means Hamlet
fears becoming infected with sin from his one wicked action. And by
becoming infected, he fears the sin will spread, like “blister[s],” and he
will thus commit more sins in a chain reaction, or possibly spread his
sins to others. Either way, Hamlet fears that by carrying out the murder
of Claudius, he will be marked as a sinner and then have his life and
afterlife ruined in the same way as a prostitute.
If Hamlet follows through with the “contract” he has with his father
and murders his father’s killer, Hamlet fears that action will make
nothing sacred. Specifically, he fears that the murder “[will make] marriage vows / as false as dicers’ oaths” (lines 44-45). “Marriage vows” are
the most sacred contract two people can enter into, and so if he keeps
his promise to his father’s ghost, he will make marriage vows look
like “dicers’ oaths,” which, as stated previously, refers to the lies made
in liar’s dice. Because Hamlet sees that by completing his agreement
with his father’s ghost, he would simultaneously break his contract
with Heaven and God to obey the Bible, which clearly states “Thou
Shalt Not Kill.” Therefore, to keep his agreement with his father, Hamlet would need to break a contract so powerful and important that he
would make “marriage vows” into meaningless lies: the covenant.
Above all, Hamlet fears breaking the covenant, which murder does undoubtedly. Continuing on his fear of breaking the covenant, Hamlet
believes that murdering Claudius “from the body of contraction plucks
/ [his] very soul” (lines 46-47). The “contraction” he made with God
as a Christian must be upheld above all else, and if Hamlet instead
keeps his filial contract to his father, his “very soul” will be “pluck[ed]”
away from him and given to the Devil. In Christianity, only beings
with souls intact can enter Heaven. If Hamlet breaks his contract with
Heaven and loses his soul, then he will go to Hell, a fate that Hamlet
cannot accept after the ghost’s description of it.
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Previously, Hamlet spoke only morally and condemned all sin, and so
believes that killing Claudius will void everything he has said. The pure
words Hamlet once spoke will be made “a rhapsody” by “sweet religion”
(lines 47-48). If he commits murder, all his prior virtuous speeches
will lose their meaning after Hamlet commits murder because it will
prove to God that Hamlet does not obey his word and thus “calls virtue
hypocrite” (line 42). For Hamlet considers himself the “virtu[ous]” one
in his family because he is the religious scholar. If he commits murder
and goes against his teachings and speeches against sin, he proves that
he cannot keep his word, he is a “hypocrite,” and his words are meaningless. Therefore, Christianity, the “sweet religion,” deems Hamlet’s
words to be valueless.
Hamlet fears that Heaven, and God Himself, will damn him for completing such a terrible act. He will feel that “Heaven’s face does glow…
thought-sick at the act” (lines 48, 51). Hamlet personifies “Heaven”
here because he sees God and Heaven as synonymous. Just by thinking
about Hamlet committing murder and disobeying the Covenant, God
becomes angry at Hamlet “with heated visage” (line 50). The “heated
visage” is so strong “o’er this solidity and compound mass” (line 49)
that it is “as against the doom” (line 50). The anger God feels at Hamlet
for even considering breaking the covenant creates so much heat on
the “compound mass,” Earth, that it feels like it is “as against the doom,”
or preparing for Judgment Day. God’s anger at Hamlet, measured in
heat, is as strong as the fires of Hell are hot. Therefore, Hamlet does
not want to kill Claudius because he fears the divine repercussions will
be equal to the punishment of all sinners combined on Judgment Day.
When Hamlet confronts his mother about her marriage to Claudius
and the sin she has committed by marrying him, he is also confronting
himself about the sin he will commit by murdering Claudius. By focusing so closely on the sin in every action and the repercussions such sin
will have, Hamlet demonstrates his desire that people remain moral.
Specifically, Hamlet desires that he remain moral and so he uses his
moral compass as the ultimate guide for his life. Furthermore, Shakespeare, by comparing both actions to prostitution, reveals that God
will punish them all to the same degree. God does not regard any ex-
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cuses that human society has created as acceptable. Therefore, people
should never sin, no matter how seemingly insignificant or excusable
the act.
Such an act
That blurs the grace and blush of modesty,
Calls virtue hypocrite, takes off the rose
From the fair forehead of an innocent love,
And sets a blister there, makes marriage vows
As false as dicers’ oaths. O, such a deed
As from the body of contraction plucks
The very soul, and sweet religion makes
A rhapsody of words! Heaven’s face does glow,
O’er this solidity and compound mass,
With heated visage, as against the doom,
Is thought-sick at the act.
Hamlet Act 3, Scene 4, Lines 40-51

